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Journey to the marked activity
stations to complete your Quest!

Para ver el texto en su cuaderno de ciencias en Español,
teclee este enlace en su navegador:

bit.ly/quests-translation

Dream it! Learn about animals, and how
to help them, by using your imagination
and creativity at these stations.
Be it! Get to work as a zoo keeper or
field scientist during these fun activities.
Do it! Take conservation action at
these Quest stations, and learn how
to be an advocate for animals!

Lions

Zoo
Brews

Scientists use field journals to collect notes and observations as
they discover the natural world. Take this useful tool with you on
your Quest! Be sure to look for Quest Leaders in orange shirts
to help you along the way. If you don’t get a chance to complete
all of the activities today, you can bring your journal with you on
your next zoo visit to finish the fun!

QUESTS MAP

TRASH TO TREASURE

IT’S A BIOBLITZ!

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle! Take part in a
recycling relay, while also imagining ways
to repurpose your litter. Can you think of a
way to turn trash to treasure? How would
you reuse the items you see at this station
to make something exciting and new?

Nature abounds in the Bronx! What will
you discover? Observe and identify plants
and animals native to NYC while taking
a short nature hike.

Chipmunk
Sweet Gum
Tree

Tulip Tree
American Robin

Share your findings today, or on future nature hikes, with iNaturalist.org!

TRAIN LIKE A KEEPER
Step into the shoes of a zookeeper and
learn how target training and daily
enrichment keep our sea lions healthy
and ready for anything!

Can you find Clyde?

Do you see enrichment?

Are the sea lions active?

POLLINATOR POWER

HOME SWEET HABITAT

Journey through a day in the life of a
pollinator and discover how busy the life
of a bee really is!

What goes into making an exhibit? Learn
about the science behind the design, and
imagine how you would build a home for a
gorilla! Include a sketch of your ideas here.

Can you count these pollinators?
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Intermezzo

HERPETOLOGIST
HANGOUT
Herpetologists are Scientists who study
reptiles and amphibians. Take a trip to
our field site in Tanzania to help protect
the Kihansi Spray Toad! Can you count
the number of frogs with the following
tag colors?
REMEMBER!
Does it include a place to:

Climb

Hide

Play

Nest

Go outside

RED

Field notes:

GREEN

NONE

ADVOCATE WITH ART

MYSTERY OF BIRDS

Imagine you’re an explorer who has just
seen a herd of bison for the first time!
Create a piece of art in your field journal
that will allow you to share what you saw
with your friends back home.

Can you spot these traits that some
dinosaurs shared with modern birds?

Four-toed
feet

Stands up
straight

Feathers

Eggs in
a nest
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Continue to study living dinosaurs with eBird.org!

ZOOLOGIST LANDING
Choose a Pere David’s Deer to observe,
and collect data to better understand this
special animal! Use the behavior checklist to describe what your animal is doing.
Remember to keep field notes about the
conditions of your observation site!

I wonder:

Fighting

Resting

Vocalizing

Eating
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Field notes:
I notice:

COLLECT ALL THE STAMPS!
Collect a stamp at each activity as you journey through your Quest!
Earn all nine to receive your ultimate stamp!

CONTINUE YOUR
QUEST!
Continue to use your imagination and creativity
in one of our Education programs!
Visit bronxzoo.com/programs to learn more!

Reduce your Use! Say goodbye to plastic straws:
giveasip.nyc
Take a deeper look at ways to help make a difference!
Spread the pollinator power and plant a garden:
millionpollinatorgardens.org
Study living dinosaurs and share your observations:
ebird.org

Continue to step into the world of zoo keepers and scientists
from the comfort of home! Catch The ZOO on Animal Planet
or stream online at animalplanet.com.

If found, return field journal
to this scientist:
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